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medifa continues growth path

medifa healthcare group and
Cathay Capital announce
international partnership
On July 24th, 2019 Cathay Capital takes a 27.5% stake in medifa
healthcare group. With approximately EUR 3 billion in assets under
management and branches in New York, Shanghai, Beijing, Paris,
Munich and San Francisco, the new shareholder will support the
international growth track of medifa healthcare group GmbH. The
management of the medifa group remains unchanged.
"Since the takeover of the production facilities of the world market leader
for operating tables in 2015 and the takeover of medifa KG in Finnentrop
in 2017, the medifa healthcare group has experienced enormous growth.
The next steps in the global market for medical equipment involve the
establishment of further international locations and the introduction of
complementary innovative products. With the support of Cathay Capital,
the medifa group is perfectly positioned for this opportunity," explains Dr.
Wolfgang Hohnhaus, Managing Partner of the medifa healthcare group.
"medifa is already an internationally successful company with first-class
products in its field. We want to strengthen the brand sustainably by
expanding our international locations. At the same time, we will leverage
potentials that arise for medifa in interaction with Cathay’s international
network, in particular regarding the Chinese market", says Mingpo Cai,
Founder and Partner at Cathay Capital.
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"The new network is a valuable building block for us to successfully
expand our commitment in the medical technology sector. We are very
much looking forward to the new opportunities and working together with
the partners, customers and the entire team of Cathay Capital," explains
Christian Keller, Managing Partner of medifa healthcare group GmbH.
The medifa healthcare group employs approximately 350 employees at
three locations within Germany. The planning, engineering and
production take place exclusively in Germany, and with over 90% added
value in the group of companies, the group guarantees fast reaction
times.
At medifa, the slogan “we care” means that the company consistently
orientates itself according to the requirements of its customers.
Customers all over the world can rely on top-class consultation,
processing and quality from a single source, Made in Germany
according to certified national and international quality standards.
If you have any questions, please contact
medifa communication
office Munich
+49 89 55 29 136-0
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